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The Devil Lies In The Detail

Math 

Accuracy of calculation

Speed of solving

Application of concepts

Critical thinking

Languages

Grammar

Punctuation 

Comprehension

Usage of vocabulary

Coherence & fluency

Imagination & creativity



The Devil Lies In The Detail

Science

Observation

Experimentation

Classification

Analysis & reflection

Application

Social Studies

Investigation & reflection

Cause & effect analysis

Application 



A govt. school maintains records of who scored
grade A, A1, A2, B, B1, B2, etc. of all students in all
subjects.

I asked them what do you do with this data?

They said we keep it for 2 years and then sell the
sheets to the raddiwala

What is the point of the data if it is not put to use?

Can teachers manually adapt their teaching
based on the data?

This is where AI comes in to enable data to become
meaningful

Making Records Meaningful



Assessment Challenges
A class of 40 students

5-6 classes for per teacher

About 250 students per teacher

Is it possible for the teacher to get into detailed &
personalized analysis for every student?

In traditional assessment there is uniform testing
irrespective of student’s comprehension & skills

There is lack of adaptation of evaluation based on
student responses

There are biases & personal prejudices in evaluation



Assessment Challenges
Inconsistency in evaluating subjective responses

Possibility of human errors in evaluation

Human evaluation is time consuming & can’t
provide immediate feedback

Limitations of the number of times tests can be
administered because developing tests manually
and grading them manually is a cumbersome &
lengthy process

Teachers’ valuable time is consumed in paper
checking & report making



AI Based Grading Solutions

AI based grading systems have the ability to provide

students with highly specific, immediate,

comprehensive & customized feedback.

Learners can view errors, correct responses, and

receive an evaluation in real time.

AI based grading systems have the ability to

structure adaptive assessments according to the skill

proficiency of each student.

Further assessments can be personalized based on

the learners’ performance in the previous one.



AI Based Grading Solutions
AI based grading can identify students' areas of

strength and weakness and provide customized &

personalized feedback which empowers students

to concentrate on enhancing their weaker areas

while building on their strengths.

AI based grading systems are able to spot patterns

in students' responses.

Educators can better understand areas where

students may be struggling and can then modify

their teaching methods by identifying common

mistakes or misconceptions.



AI Based Grading Solutions

AI provides impartial evaluation ensuring that

each student's work is judged fairly and without

intentional or unintentional biases.

AI enabled grading systems offer the

advantage of scalability to grade thousands of

student responses in a matter of minutes.

AI-based grading systems change and

advance over time thanks to adaptive learning.



AI Based Grading Solutions

Through NLP (Natural Language Processing)

algorithms, automated grading systems can

decipher written subjective textual responses. It

can analyze the quality, coherence, and

relevance of student answers.

Technology such as Automated Essay Scoring

(AES) uses natural language processing to

grade written essays.



AI Based Grading Solutions
“Nevertheless, the time when AES systems will be

able to operate on a par with human judges, with

similar levels of connoisseurship for such features as

meaning, emotion, originality, creativity, fluency,

sense of audience and so on, arguably remains a

long way off.” —Gardner, O’Leary, and Yuan

AI based automated grading frees the teachers

from progress monitoring and instead can spend

more time ensuring learning is more varied and

deeper with more creative activities that enhance

critical thinking.



AI Based Grading Solutions
Teachers can utilize the time to build deeper

relationships with not so gifted students and give

them personalized attention.

AI based grading systems, because of it being

automated, allows for more frequent and

comprehensive assessments, providing students

with regular & timely insights into their progress and

areas of improvement.

Human inconsistency and errors are eradicated by

AI based grading systems which can grade with

uniformity and without partiality.



AI Based Grading Solutions
Vision based AI uses optical systems to grade

students’ work. Instead of a teacher grading a

math equation that a student wrote, for example,

the teacher can snap a picture of the equation,

and a machine will grade it.

There are AI systems based on voice recognition

also, similar to Alexa & Siri, which can be used to

evaluate & grade reading skills of students.

AI based assessments also entails gamification of

the process of evaluation.



AI Based Grading Solutions

Researchers have embedded formative

assessments in games so that students can show,

for an example, how well they understand

Newtonian physics as they play increasingly

difficult levels of a game.

Introducing challenges, rewards, and recognition

tools like leaderboards, make the AI assessment

framework a much more engaging and stimulating

process for learners.



AI Based Grading Solutions
While AI has the potential to revolutionize

assessments, it is important to note that it should be

seen as a tool rather than a replacement for

human involvement.

The role of educators remains crucial in designing

the assessment frameworks, setting learning

objectives, and interpreting the results.

AI cannot fully capture the complex nuances of

human cognition, creativity, and critical thinking,

which are vital for holistic assessment.





Do machines have a heart?



Concerns About 
AI Based Assessments 

AI can only learn from its sources, so it takes

on the biases, misinformation, and

problematic content of the original material.

AI systems, if not developed and trained

impartially & carefully, can perpetuate

existing biases in assessments.

The dominant values frameworks which are

harnessed by such AI systems to grade

subjective answers may not be the desired

perspectives.



Concerns About 
AI Based Assessments 

There is also an inherent challenge as to how

to identify content that is student-generated,

machine-generated, or student & machine-

generated?

Already, students are handing in AI-

generated essays as their own.

There are AI based tools available that can

detect plagiarism.



AI Content Detectors
{ChatGPT, GPT-3, GPT-4, Bert, Jasper}

TurnItIn's AI Detection Model

Winston AI Detection

Copyleaks AI Content Detector

GPTZero

Originality.AI

Writer's AI Content Detector

Scribbr's Free AI Detector





























Too much of a good thing is not too good



Where there could be 600 employees, 
only 2 employees operate one of 

Amazon’s warehouses.







Food For Thought
60% Indians can’t copy or move files in

a computer

75% Indians can’t send emails with

attachments

Can hundreds of millions who are

barely literate & live in slums develop

the capacity to harness the potential

of AI or robotics?

Are they employable in today’s era?



Food For Thought
Bullock cart to car driver to …..

Change in kind of job opportunities

But is this argument a deception?

Will there be any jobs for drivers in the age

of driverless cars?

Will these drivers be able to update

themselves to leverage the potential of AI?

McKinsey reckons that globally, automation

will displace upto 800 million jobs by 2030







We believe 
Allah feeds the birds and insects

He will certainly feed humans as well
But we must strike a balance





We are advancing in 
Technology
Automation 

Artificial Intelligence

But our teachers lack understanding of
History

Tradition
Ideology

Vision 
(Profound or Superficial)





Unfortunately we as a community seem

to be cerebrally challenged enough not

to be able to distinguish between the

superfluous & the ancillary from the

essential.

We naively sacrifice profundity at the

supposed altar of mundane expediency.

We are enmeshed in a reductionist halo

masquerading as avant-garde.



When a myopic thought process rules the

roost in any ecosystem it tends to, under

the garb of prudence, pull down a

potentially profound & comprehensive

objective to humdrum & prosaic novelty.

However, there is only a very fine line

which distinguishes discretion from

purblind wimpishness.
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